The following rules and guidelines apply to the Phenophase Photo Guide Templates the
National Coordinating Office has created as supplemental training materials for making
observations in Nature’s Notebook.
1. Images and text boxes on the front page can be resized as needed to make everything fit. The easiest
way to replace the images is to right click on the image, select "Change picture..." and choose the file
you wish to add. Then use the Format Picture tools to resize or crop if necessary.
2. Red font indicates placeholder text that should be revised as appropriate and changed to black font. For
"Why observe?" this is dependent on the project; for "Tips for identification", this is dependent on
general or local characteristics of species; for the fruit phenophase definitions, this should be
copied verbatim from fruit definitions on the Nature's Notebook profile for the species; for any
phenophase listed in red after "Phenophases not pictured:" check Nature's Notebook to see if this
phenophase is assigned to the species--if not delete it, if so change the font to black.
3. To add phenophase images on the second page use the tip above--right click on the placeholder image,
select "Change picture..." and choose the file you wish to add. Then use the Format Picture tools to
resize or crop if necessary. Phenophase images should be 1.57" x 1.57" with a 1pt solid line border.
Phenophase photos should unambiguously illustrate the phenophase. If you do not have an adequate
photo for a phenophase, it is best to leave the "Image Needed" placeholder until a suitable photo is
obtained.
4. If adding the appropriate "For Genus species..." fruit/seed cone definitions causes the text to run over
other elements on the page, you can resize the font of the definition (but not the phenophase name)
from the standard Calibri 11 down to 10 or 9 or 8.
5. The NCO-vetted statement at the bottom of both front and back pages are in strikeout font. Please
leave this as is. Once the photo guide is checked over by National Coordinating Office staff, we will
change this to regular font to indicate it has indeed been vetted.
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